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DIGTITALIZATION AND A NEW WORLD AHEAD
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In 19 years?
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https://media1.popsugar-assets.com/files/thumbor/iTJBW__guYIAV7Wv5eswXs_LHtk/fit-in/1024x1024/filters:format_auto-
!!-:strip_icc-!!-/2016/03/17/886/n/1922507/7c4f02e70a276bb1_HP-7.2/i/Harry-Potter-Deathly-Hallows.gif



The Kodak-Moment
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Quellen: https://www.urbandictionary.com/define.php?term=kodak%20moment, 
https://www.reuters.com/article/banks-face-kodak-moment-as-fintech-disru/banks-face-kodak-moment-as-fintech-
disruption-builds-idUSL8N1NJ6E8, https://hbr.org/2016/07/kodaks-downfall-wasnt-about-technology, 

https://www.urbandictionary.com/define.php?term=kodak%20moment
https://www.reuters.com/article/banks-face-kodak-moment-as-fintech-disru/banks-face-kodak-moment-as-fintech-disruption-builds-idUSL8N1NJ6E8
https://hbr.org/2016/07/kodaks-downfall-wasnt-about-technology


Kodak: do we know it better?

5Source: https://thumbnails-visually.netdna-ssl.com/the-end-of-kodaks-moment_529bc0b74ab39.jpg
For further reading: https://disrupt-and-innovate.org/book/facing-disruption/missing-the-kodak-moment/



Really? 
Worldwide Sales of Digital Cameras
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Quelle: 
https://pics.computerbase.de/7/4/6/6/4
/1-630.740928595.jpg



You cannot predict the future!
Stuttgart in 1940 imagined in the year 1928

7https://scontent-frx5-1.xx.fbcdn.net/v/t1.0-
9/37419098_1352193968245657_1606393171149848576_o.jpg?_nc_cat=0&oh=935c2f8044928416a5d92fea5e430dda&oe=5BCCFAE7



What changes: Taking out the friction
The last video rental store
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Exponentiell growth
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Quelle: https://transcendingbiology.files.wordpress.com/2014/07/8bqbth9m-1367841253.jpg



Moore‘s Law
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Quelle: 
https://upload.wikime
dia.org/wikipedia/co
mmons/thumb/9/9d/
Moore%27s_Law_Tra
nsistor_Count_1971-
2016.png/1280px-
Moore%27s_Law_Tra
nsistor_Count_1971-
2016.png?153781598
8952



Number of mobile phone subscribers 
in Germany
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Exponenti
growth

Linear Growth



Electric cars will never make it?
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Quelle: https://www.facebook.com/ElectrifyBW/?__xts__[0]=68.ARAodYcoCpz9xXHDaBcnWoFP7d6BLdABy1nFphuWLQ0qJrAdJ34GAa9BWDYKcZDCxeBtsNLYKKu5HAoe_FkaGesSQ-
ivapcUBOXKf9KO-vBomKev8aHG1QEZsYmM60EWgdwiXIHXCBgtKT2_ac3GnyfCU_UWZK5sKsU2Yy3eZaejWdY1Qm_t4Cy0_Cn9rG_AjgecxHwSGtooqA6cktEtTGCJ8wjgyA&__tn__=k*F&tn-
str=k*F
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Why it is so tough to understand
exponentiell growth
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Quelle: https://singularityhub.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/04/linear-vs-exponential-comic.jpg



And this is just the beginning …
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What is happening to us?
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Quelle: https://www.bloomberg.com/graphics/2017-job-risk/img/2017-job-risk_facebook.png



Will there be hunger games?

17Quelle: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Hunger_Games und https://jwwartick.com/2012/02/20/hunger-games-
christian/

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Hunger_Games
https://jwwartick.com/2012/02/20/hunger-games-christian/


But, where are they, the jobless flight engineers 
and bank tellers?

18Quelle: http://www.airliners.de/arbeitsplatz-verkehrspilot-aviation-managment-10/39320
https://www.welt.de/wirtschaft/karriere/bildung/article150275761/Ein-begehrter-Beruf-wird-zum-Auslaufmodell.html

http://www.airliners.de/arbeitsplatz-verkehrspilot-aviation-managment-10/39320
https://www.welt.de/wirtschaft/karriere/bildung/article150275761/Ein-begehrter-Beruf-wird-zum-Auslaufmodell.html


Business Models changes, 
first gradually, then suddenly

19Quelle: https://twitter.com/tim_fargo/status/1007784169039069185 



But: there should be enough time to act

20Quelle: https://steemit.com/bitcoin/@localconcierge/bitcoin-a-whole-new-way-to-earn-income



Understanding drivers of digital grwoth
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Quelle: 
http://www.spiegel.de/w
irtschaft/soziales/studie-
weltwirtschaftsforum-
maschinen-verrichten-
bald-mehr-arbeit-als-
menschen-a-
1228108.html



CORPORATE ENTREPRENEURSHIP
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Everyone cool?
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Quellen: http://startup-stuttgart.de/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2012/10/Robert_Bosch_Startup_GmbH_Inkubator1-620x200.jpg
http://blog.bosch-si.com/wp-content/uploads/Start-up_Plattform-1024x684.jpg
http://www.wiwo.de/images/bosch-startup-plattform/12551844/2-format5.jpg
https://data.motor-talk.de/data/galleries/0/425/7581/74260616/81041401-526248329769071810.jpg

http://startup-stuttgart.de/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2012/10/Robert_Bosch_Startup_GmbH_Inkubator1-620x200.jpg
http://blog.bosch-si.com/wp-content/uploads/Start-up_Plattform-1024x684.jpg
http://www.wiwo.de/images/bosch-startup-plattform/12551844/2-format5.jpg
https://data.motor-talk.de/data/galleries/0/425/7581/74260616/81041401-526248329769071810.jpg
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The Business Modell as the new holy grale

Source: http://www.ge.com/sites/default/files/Innovation_Overview.pdf



Case Study: Digital growth by Axel Spinger
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http://media.tumblr.com/2e6eba1d9987487b13c83a67f73296a1/tumblr_inline_mfp98sevSE1qaoa80.png

http://svenruoss.files.wordpress.com/2013/11/bildschirmfoto-2013-11-06-um-21-56-00.png



Corporate Entrepreneurship
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Challenge: future urban mobility

• Traditional view: creat a small car (which is ugly and still would be pricy)
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Quelle: http://lh4.ggpht.com/_Tsf-t_mqSxc/TIpBC_SKOPI/AAAAAAAAjeY/sQSMoU7SHTw/s800/1981%20Mercedes-
Benz%20Nafa_04.jpg



30 years later: a working answer

• An internal startup called Car2Go renting our cars by the minute
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Definition: Corporate entrepreneurship

• “Corporate entrepreneurship encompasses two types of phenomena 
and the processes surrounding them: 

– The birth of new businesses within existing organizations, i.e. internal 
innovation or venturing, and 

– the transformation of organizations through renewal of the key ideas on 
which they are built, i.e. strategic renewal.” 

Source: Guth and Ginsberg, Corporate Entrepreneurship 1990, S.5.
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The Four Models of Corporate Entrepreneurship
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Aus: The Four Models of Corporate 
Entrepreneurship (2007), Robert 
Wolcott und Michael Lippitz, MIT 
SLOAN MANAGEMENT REVIEW, FALL 
2007   S. 75ff



WHAT IS A STARTUP
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www.ivebyquotes.com



Some thoughts

• Question 1: What percentage of start-ups fail to reach their ambitions

– Answer: depending on statistics: between 60% and 95%.

– Only 5% of startups implement their business plan

– But: Only about 10-20% of startups are forced give up!

• Question 2: Why are goals not achieved?

– Lack of capital? Liquidity?

– …

– A business model that doesn't work!
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http://www.inc.com/john-mcdermott/report-3-
out-of-4-venture-backed-start-ups-fail.html



9 Assumptions
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Guess
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What is a startup?

• Definition: a startup is 

– temporary organization 
designed to search 

– for a repeatable and scalable business model

• Startups Fail Because They Confuse Search with Execute

• The Lean Startup Framework comprises a set of tools and processes
aimed at validating hypothesis about customers early while staying agile
in the process

Aus: Blank, Dorf: Startup Owners’ Manual
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Typical tools and methods
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Design 
Thinking

Traction

Agile 
Methoden

What you might 
have learned in 
Business 
Administration

Customer 
Discover

Customer 
Validation

UX



It is not just about startups!
Harvard Business Review (May 2013)
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Source: https://archive.harvardbusiness.org/cla/web/pl/product.seam?c=25903&i=25905&cs=f85785d3580feb87e2bce1535af10c2f



Customer Development is 
how you search for the model

41
http://market-by-numbers.com/wp-content/uploads/2010/06/custdev.png



Eric Riess „The Startup Way“
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Overview:
Eric Riess „The Startup Way“
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Digital Transformation
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Quelle: 
https://medium
.com/@vandicla
/digital-
transformation-
599f5a19c25e
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In the following slides you will find 
four different headlines for the year 2025

1. Your prefered local newpaper sells als IP to Google news and ceases
print circulation

2. Premium German Automotive declares in year 139 of existance to be
an asset management company only selling of all the assets

3. Neighborhood merchants closes down and may become a warehouse
for Amazon Instant

4. Stuttgart Media University closes down nachdem die 

48



Prefered local newpaper

It is the year 2025 Swabian newspaper ceases the printed edition. „Since 
2017 we have seen a decrease of our printed volume from close to 
200.000 to less than 70.000. Moving forward we will provide a printed 
magazin style weekend issue and provide news on our webiste“ the editor 
in chief ist quoted. Behind the scenes it became known that the bank 
owning the shares sold the assets to Googlenews for an undisclosed 
amount not taking over any journalists. 
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Premium German Automotive

Premium German Automotive declares in year 139 of existence to be an 
financial service company only. The car brands were sold in an equity deal 
to chinese companies, the truck and van divison were merged with the
activities of a Californian company and the remaining production plants to
Foxtron keeping only the financial division. „Neither production nor our
brand are still a differentiator. Our ability to rent our vehicles and to
provide mobilty is unmatched in Europe,“ the CEO is quoted. „We have to
focus on the areas providing the best return on the capital employed.“
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Neighborhood merchants

Neighborhood merchants was started in 1965 by a local family and was 
operating under the EDEKA-brand for the last 60 years. The son of the
founder has anounced that after his retirement the shop will close down. 
„For the last 5 years I have tried to find a successor. Several key employees
considered it, but after looking at the numbers – we lost half of our
revenue since 2015 – they all declined“. There are rumors that the building
may become a warehouse for Amazon Instant, but for the moment a 
village of 5.000 people is left with adiscount store only. 
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Stuttgart Media University

The roots of this prestigious institution date back until the year 1853. With
enrollment having peaked 8 years earlier with 5.000 students it declined to
less than 3.000 students last year. Stuttgart Media University is one out of
five campuses to be closed within the State University Systems. The state
minister of education and research explains this decision: „The universities
of applied sciences need to focus on their core competence being the
training of engineers and move away from all those vanity study programs. 
Also, we have decided to close those locations where we have use for the
buildings“. 
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